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Halloween Word List 

Expression Meaning 

Adventure An unusual, risky, and exciting experience 

Afraid Frightened, the feeling of anxiety 

Amulet Goodluck charm, believed it can protect us 
from bad people, spirits or energy 

Bat Nocturnal animals, associated with vampires 

Beast Very large, non-human animal 

Black cat An animal believed to brings bad luck, 
associated also with withes 

Broom Generally, a household implement used for 
sweeping. It is also a witches’ most 
recognizable accessory. 

Candies Sweets and chocolate kids get for Halloween 
by trick or treating. 

Cauldron A large kettle for cooking and boiling over an 
open fire. 

Cemetery A place, usually covered with grass, where 
people are buried. 

Cloak A cape or a coat that can be used as a part of 
costumes and disguises on Halloween 

Clove of Garlic A protection tool when you are close to a 
vampire so that he can’t go after your neck 

Cobweb Spider web 

Coffin A long, narrow box usually made of wood 
where dead bodies are buried. 

Costume Disguise, a robe you put on yourself to look 
differently 

Creepy Synonyms for scary, spooky 

Crypt A stone chamber usually under a building or a 
church where coffins are buried 

Dark The absence of light. 
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Death A noun from the adjective dead. Personified 
force, wearing a black cloak and a sickle, and 
goes after dead people 

Decoration Objects you put to make something more 
appealing and festive 

Devil A synonym of a demon. An evil creature that 
lives in Hell and torture people’s spirit after 
they die 

Disguise To change an appearance by wearing a 
costume and a mask 

Dracula The name of the most famous vampire who 
lies in Transylvania, today’s Romania 

Dress-up To put on a costume. 

Eerie A synonym for scary with elements for strange 
and weird. 

Fear An emotion caused by pain or danger. 

Frankenstein A monster that a scientist created that can’t be 
controlled, and destroy everything on its way. 

Freaky This word describes something strange or not 
normal. 

Frightened A synonym for scared, but more afraid. 

Frozen to the spot Unable to move because you afraid of 
something 

Frozen with fear To be so afraid, shocked that you can’t move 

Ghost Souls of a dead person 

Goosebumps When a person feels strong emotions, such as 
fear, on his skin, at the base of body hairs, 
appear bumps. 

Graveyard A synonym for cemetery 

Grim Reaper A black-cloaked personification of death 

Halloween A holiday celebrated on October 31 

Haunted house A place or a building bad spirits of dead people 
inhabit 
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Headless Horseman A man on horseback who is missing his head. 
Occasionally, he turns up and kills people. 

Horrible An adjective used to describe something 
caused by horror 

Jack-o-lantern Another word for a pumpkin that has a face 
carved into it 

Jinx Kind of a curse, when attracting bad or 
negative luck. 

Monster A word that describes any scary or spooky 
person or creature 

Mummy Dead bodies wrapped in white cloth that come 
alive 

Mystery Something beyond understanding. 

Petrify To be so afraid that you can’t move. 

Prank To fool someone, to make a joke about him. 

Pumpkin An orange vegetable, that takes a central 
place on Halloween by carving a face onto it. 

Scared Another word for frightened 

Scarecrows An object, usually made as a person, dressed 
in old clothes and placed in open fields to 
scare the crows 

Scared A synonym for frightened. 

Scream Loud cry or extreme emotion of pain. 

Silly The opposite of scary, when something is 
funny and entertaining. 

Skeleton A collection of all the bones in the body/ 
remains of a dead person. 

Skull A skeleton of a person’s or animal’s head. 

Spider Eight-legged little insects that make webs fro 
their victims 

Spirit A synonym for ghosts 

Spooky The word that is similar to scary but less 
intense. 

Superstition Belief in supernatural forces, leading good or 
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bad luck 

Tombstone A stone that marks where a dead person is 
buried 

Trick or Treat Common phrase kids are saying on Halloween 
when going in the neighborhood to ask for 
candies or they’ll do some prank  

Vampire A so-called human, who drinks blood, and is 
immortal 

Werewolf This is a person almost all the time, but when 
is a full moon,  he transforms into a wolf. 

Witch A woman with magical powers wearing a long 
tail black hat and rides a broom 

Wizard A male version of a witch 

Zombie A corpse of a dead person’s body that comes 
alive 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


